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ABSTRACT 
 
The existing four cloverleaf design of the I-680 Mission Boulevard Interchange in 
Fremont, California, was analyzed at merge, diverge, basic, and weaving freeway segments. 
After the traffic analysis of all the segments, the critical segment for redesign was the merge 
segment of I-680 South to Mission Boulevard westbound, due to a failing Level of Service. 
Over a span of 17 years (2018-2035) a comparison of the current condition and the redesign 
was executed for crashes, congestion, air pollution, noise, greenhouse gases, and required 
road facilities and traffic services. The construction costs of the redesign as well as aesthetic, 
health, disaster mitigation, and environmental impacts were also considered for a life cycle 
analysis. A concrete was designed for this redesign to maximize sustainability, while keeping 
strength, and improving early strength gain. The concrete was tested in accordance with 
ASTM C109 standard. Strength results were recorded at seven days and 28 days.  
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Project Background and Location 
 
The I-680 and Mission Boulevard Intersection, is located in the city of Fremont, 
California. Fremont is in Alameda County in between the East Bay Area hills and the San 
Francisco Bay as depicted in Figure 1. I-680 is a North South freeway in California, which 
curves around the northeastern cities of California, while Mission Boulevard is a principal 
street in Fremont.  Currently, the I-680 and Mission Boulevard interchange has a four clover 
leaf design implemented by Caltrans. Caltrans, the State of California, Department of 
Transportation, is responsible for the construction, maintenance, and operation of the 
California Highway System, as well as the portion of the Interstate Highway System within 
the state’s boundaries. A map of the location of I-680 Mission Boulevard four clover leaf is 
shown in Figure 2.  
 
Figure 1: Map of Fremont, California. 
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Figure 2: Location of four clover leaf in Fremont, California 
 
The volume of commuters from the greater East Bay, as well as commuters from the 
South Bay that utilize this interchange has been increasing yearly. From 2008 to 2018, there 
has been a traffic volume increase of about 10 percent as dictated by the Alameda County 
Transportation Authority (DKS Associates, 2008). The large traffic volume going through 
both I-680 and the weaving segments of the interchange cause slow downs and low speeds. 
The Alameda County Transportation Commission, has recognized the I-680 Mission 
Boulevard interchange as an issue, and has solicited studies regarding traffic volumes, 
existing conditions, corridor studies, and an express lane feasibility study. Currently, the 
Alameda County Transportation authority is preparing a project initiation document with the 
City of Fremont, and the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority to solicit federal and 
state funding to improve the I-680 Mission Boulevard interchange. The current four clover 
leaf design is depicted in Figure 3. The traffic analyses section, delves further into the results 
regarding the traffic and existing conditions reports solicited from the Alameda County 
Transportation Commission.  
The proposed redesign will account for current traffic conditions and projected traffic 
growth. The traffic conditions and growth will be analyzed to determine which sections of the 
interchange are critical for a redesign. A cost benefit analysis of the proposed redesign is 
included in the scope of this report which will assess how much the redesign will cost and 
benefit taking into account traffic parameters, such as crashes, congestions, and travel time. A 
sustainable concrete option for this project was designed and tested.  
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Figure 3: Bird’s Eye View of I-680 and Mission Boulevard, four clover leaf 
Traffic Analyses Current Condition 
The Alameda County Transportation Authority has recognized a need for 
improvement of the I-680 and Mission Boulevard interchange, and has embarked “on 
preparing a project initiation document (PID) for the project, in cooperation with the City of 
Fremont and Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority”; this document will be used to 
provide federal and state funding for the project. Current design alternatives presented by the 
Alameda Country Transportation include but are not limited to: improve geometry of the I-
680 and Mission Boulevard Interchange and widen the lanes on Mission Boulevard. In order 
to move forward with the PID to apply for funding, a traffic volume analysis of the I-680 and 
Mission Boulevard Interchange was done by DTS Associates. The traffic volume analyses 
were done for peak hour morning (AM) and afternoon (PM) volume, for the years 2008 and 
2035. These traffic volume reports are included in Appendix A. In order to reach the current 
time condition (2018) for the traffic volume, linear interpolation was used.  
The basic, merge, diverge, and weaving segments were all analyzed of the I-680 and 
Mission Boulevard intersection. This interchange includes: two basic freeway segments 
which include 680 North and 680 South, four diverge and merge segments, and four weaving 
segments. 
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The determinant for redesigning a section of a freeway is the Level of Service (LOS). 
The Level of Service is defined by the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) of 2010, as the 
chief measure of quality of a road, which is based on density, the units of density being 
passenger car, per mile, per lane. Table 1 manifests the LOS ranges from A to F reflective of 
the density; A has the lowest density and F has the highest density. The HCM defines LOS E 
as operation at capacity, and LOS F as breakdown or unstable flow, both E and F require 
redesign. 
 
Table 1: Level of Service ranges according to the Highway Capacity Manual 2010 
 
  
LOS Density (pc/mi/ln)
A <=11
B >11-18
C >18-26
D >26-35
E >35-45
F Demand exceeds capacity >45
 
 
For this traffic analysis, the program HCS 2010 by McTrans was used to calculate 
LOS. The LOS is calculated based on: geometric data (lane width, or segment length) 
demand volume, free flow speed, peak hour factor, number of lanes, and heavy vehicle 
factor. The analysis was done for AM peak hour volumes and PM peak hour volumes.  
The LOS levels that are indicators of redesign are E and F as defined by the HCM 
2010. In Tables 2-5, the segments that result in LOS E and LOS F are highlighted in red. In 
AM 2018 results, shown in Table 2, the basic segments, 680 North and 680 South are at LOS 
E as well as the merge segment from Mission 680 South to Mission Westbound. In AM 2035 
the LOS for 680 North and 680 South decrease to LOS F, in accordance with Table 3. The 
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diverge segment from 680 South to Mission Westbound is at LOS F for AM 2035, as well as 
the merge segment from 680S to Mission westbound.  
Table 2: HCS 2010 Level of Service AM 2018 Results 
 
  
Segment LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F
680 North         X   
680 South X   
Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb   x         
Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680S x     
Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N   x         
Diverge fr 680S to Mission W x     
Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb x           
Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S x     
Merge fr Mission W to 680N x     
Merge fr 680S to Mission Wb         x   
Weaving Segment 1 x     
Weaving Segment 2     x       
Weaving Segment 3 x     
Weaving Segment 4   x         
 
Table 3: HCS 2010 Level of Service AM 2035 Results 
 
 
Segment LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F 
680 North x 
680 South x 
Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb x  
Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680S x  
Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N x  
Diverge fr 680S to Mission W x 
Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb x  
Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S x  
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Merge fr Mission W to 680N x   
Merge fr 680S to Mission Wb x 
Weaving Segment 1     x       
Weaving Segment 2     x       
Weaving Segment 3 x   
Weaving Segment 4 x   
 
For the PM results, Table 4 identifies the current condition (2018) of 680 North to be LOS F. 
In 2035, 680 North continues to be LOS F. The merge segment from 680 South to Mission 
westbound is at LOS F as identified by Table 5.  
 
Table 4: HCS 2010 Level of Service PM 2018 results 
 
  
  LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F 
680 North x 
680 South x   
Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb   x         
Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680S x   
Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N x   
Diverge fr 680S to Mission W x   
Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb   x         
Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S   x         
Merge fr Mission W to 680N x   
Merge fr 680S to Mission Wb x   
Weaving Segment 1   x         
Weaving Segment 2     x       
Weaving Segment 3 x   
Weaving Segment 4 x   
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Table 5: HCS 2010 Level of Service PM 2035 Results 
 
  
  LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F 
680 North x 
680 South x   
Diverge from 680 N to Mission Eb     x       
Diverge from Mission Eb to 680S x   
Diverge from Mission Wb to 680N x   
Diverge from 680S to Mission W x   
Merge from 680N to Mission Eb     x       
Merge from Mission Eb to 680S   x         
Merge from Mission W to 680N x   
Merge from 680S to Mission Wb x   
Weaving Segment 1     x       
Weaving Segment 2     x       
Weaving Segment 3 x   
Weaving Segment 4 x   
 
The results of the traffic analyses of current and future volumes proved the basic 
freeway segments of 680 South, and 680 North as the most critical to redesign; following 
with the merge segment from 680 South to Mission Westbound.  
Due to the size of the team, solely the merge segment from 680 South to Mission 
Westbound was chosen to redesign. The merge segment is shown in Figure 4 from a bird’s 
eye view.   
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Figure 4: Merge segment from 680 South to Mission West circled on four clover leaf 
interchange. 
 
 
Proposed Design: Criteria and Constraints 
 
To improve the LOS of the merge segment from 680 South to Mission West, the 
proposed design was to construct an additional lane on the ramp preceding the merge 
segment. Figure 5 shows the location of additional lane on the ramp. The ramp was added on 
the eastern side of the interchange.  
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Figure 5: Merge segment from 680 South to Mission West circled in red on four clover leaf 
interchange, addition of lane location in red arrow. 
 
The addition on the eastern side was made to avoid trespassing onto any person’s 
property. After measuring distances with Google Earth, there was sufficient clearance (40.79 
feet) between the existing North West clover leaf and the existing ramp to add an additional 
lane. Auto CAD drawings and Specifications of measurements are in Appendices B and C.  
The design criteria for the lane addition was in accordance with the Highway Design 
Manual published by Caltrans; I-680 is a freeway in California, therefore under Caltrans 
jurisdiction. The lane width of the proposed design is 12 feet. Due to the addition of the lane 
on the eastern side, the distance between properties on the western side of the ramp was kept 
the same. The minimum curve radius was 316 feet throughout the ramp addition. The curve 
radius was found using Equation 1. The factors in Equation 1 to determine the minimum 
curve radius (r) include superelevation (e), a coefficient for side friction (fs), and velocity (v). 
 
                                                     
                                                      𝑒 ൅ 𝑓௦ ൌ ௩
మ
ଵହ௥                                        (Eq. 1)  
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Conservative values were used for superelevation and the coefficient for side friction, .04 and 
.15 respectively. The velocity or speed limit of the ramp is 35 miles per hour (mph). The 
terrain was assumed to be level. At the merge segment, the existing shoulder, and 12 feet of 
the existing barrier will be taken out to account for the lane addition and shoulder. The 
shoulder will be kept to existing standard of a width of five feet.  
 
  
Figure 6: Bird’s eye view of existing conditions at merge segment. Red line indicates what 
will be taken out to account for ramp lane addition. 
 
Details with dimensions and dimension for proposed lane addition are included in Appendix 
B and Appendix C.  
Traffic Analyses of Proposed Design 
The proposed design was input into HCS 2010 to determine the LOS for AM and PM, 
as well as present and future values.  
 
Table 6: Comparison of Level of Service for Current and Proposed Designs. 
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Current Design Proposed Design           
  LOS A LOS B LOS C LOS D LOS E LOS F 
AM 2018     x   x   
AM 2035          x x 
PM 2018   x x   
PM 2035   x x   
 
There was a great improvement in LOS of the merge segment for AM 2018, PM 2018, and 
PM 2035. Table 6 indicates an improvement to LOS B for PM volumes of both 2018 and 
2035. AM 2018 Level of Service improved to C. AM 2035 improved to LOS E from LOS F. 
For AM 2035, even with the proposed design, the merge segment is at capacity. This can 
occur when the volume of a segment is really high.  
 
Table 7: Density values for current and proposed design, AM 2035 highlighted 
 
  
  
Current Condition 
Density (pc/mi/ln) 
Proposed Solution 
Density (pc/mi/ln) 
Percent Reduction (between 
Current and Proposed) 
AM 
2018 
35.8 23.3 42.3% 
AM 
2035 
50.9 35.2 36.5% 
PM 
2018 
30.4 14.7 69.6% 
PM 
2035 
36.0 23.5 42.0% 
 
In taking a closer look at the improvement of density, there is a significant reduction of 
density of 36.5 percent of the proposed versus current design. The limit for LOS D is a 
density of 35 (pc/mi/ln) as seen in Table 1, so with a density of 35.2, the LOS for the AM 
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2035 volume is on cusp of LOS D and E. The segment redesign can be monitored throughout 
future years for AM values, to assure the design is performing above LOS E. Overall, the 
improvements of density of the proposed design were significant, and did help improve the 
Level of Service, as well as traffic flow. The proposed design also, reduced travel time of 
people and congestion.  
 
Benefit Cost Analysis 
 
A benefit cost analysis was performed to assess social, environmental, and financial 
impacts of the redesign. The comparison, was between the present condition and redesign of 
the freeway segment over a period of 17 years (2018-2035). Victoria Transport Policy 
Institute which is an independent research company dedicated to transportation planning and 
policy analysis, was used to quantify values for traffic costs and benefits, including 
construction costs and benefits. The goals of this institute are to identify better solutions to 
transportation problems, identify the benefits of alternative transportation programs and 
policies, and be able to compare and evaluate alternatives. The institute has published values 
to quantify problems such as construction costs, congestions, environmental impacts, road 
wear, car wear, which are listed in Table 8.  
The costs of the redesign included construction, and loss of natural vegetation. The 
redesign included .347 miles, and .054 miles in shoulder improvements. The total cost of 
construction for the ramp addition and shoulder improvements was $1,235,996, in accordance 
with costs in Table 8 rows 1-2. The total amount of loss of natural vegetation was .007 acres. 
The factors for loss of natural vegetation include aesthetic, health (exercise and mental 
health), disaster mitigation (e.g. flood protection), and environmental (water, air, material, 
etc.) as listed in Table 8, rows 5-7. The total cost for loss of natural vegetation was $168.23. 
The present design had a net cost of zero for construction and loss of natural vegetation.  
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Table 8: Costs of constructing a new lane taken from the Victoria Transport Policy Institute. 
 
Description Cost ($) inflated to 2018 
dollar value
Construction of a new lane $3,302,727 per lane mile  
Resurfacing and Shoulder 
improvements 
$575,800.11 per lane mile  
Crashes, congestion, air 
pollution, noise, greenhouse 
gases, and required road 
facilities and traffic services
$.38 per vehicle mile  
Aesthetic $1590.88 per acre per year 
Health (exercise and mental 
health) 
$12.73 per acre per year 
Disaster mitigation (e.g. 
flood protection)  
$11,163.62 per acre per year 
Environmental (water, air, 
material, etc.) 
$11,265.79 per acre per year 
 
The life cycle analysis included the difference between the present condition and redesign 
condition for: crashes, congestion, air pollution, noise, greenhouse gases, required road 
facilities and traffic services, and travel time, over a period of 17 years (2018-2035).  
 
                                                𝐷 ൌ 𝑥 ∗  ௠௬ ∗ 𝑧 ∗ 𝑣                                                (Eq.2)                          
where 
 
D = cost of crashes, congestion, air pollution, noise, greenhouse, gases, and required road 
facilities and traffic services 
 
x = $.38  from Table 8 row 3 
 
m = speed limit posted (miles per hour) 
 
y = speed of current or redesign condition (miles per hour) 
 
z = distance of the ramp (miles) 
 
v = Volume (cars per peak hour) 
 
In Equation 2, the variable was y, the speed of current or redesign condition, which is 
found in Appendix D, from the HCS 2010 reports. The speed for each year between 2018 and 
2035 was done with linear interpolation. Equation 1 was carried out for the AM and PM 
current condition over 17 years, and then for AM and PM for the redesign condition, also for 
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17 years. The distance of the ramp in miles is .284 miles. The volumes are found in Appendix 
A, and for each year in between 2018 and 2035, linear interpolation was done. The difference 
was taken between both conditions, which resulted in a positive benefit. 
 
 
                                           𝐵 ൌ ∆𝑡 ∗ 𝑣 ∗ ହ଻  ∗ 365
ௗ௔௬௦
௬௘௔௥  ∗ 𝑓                                     (Eq.3)              
 
where 
 
B = dollar value of travel time saved between current condition and redesign, if greater than 
zero, B is a benefit 
 
∆𝑡 = difference in travel time between the current and redesign condition. Taken from 
dividing the speeds from HCS 2010 reports in Appendix D by the distance of the ramp in 
miles.  
 
v = volume (cars per peak hour) 
 
f = the average hourly salary in Fremont, California 
 
In Equation 3, the 5/7 value represents the weekdays in which peak hour volume 
occurs. The dollar value of $19.52 if f which represents the average hourly salary for 
Fremont, California from the US Census Bureau salaries.  
When taking into account the difference between both the redesign and current 
condition in Equation 2, and taking into account Equation 3, the result was a total positive 
benefit of $253,605.49 over a span of 17 years . Overall, this redesign proved a positive 
impact in terms of crashes, congestion, air pollution, noise, greenhouse, gases, required traffic 
services, and travel time.  
 
Sustainable Concrete Design 
 
Another element to this redesign is the concrete, or asphalt used for the additional 
lane. “It is known that cement pavements have lower technical characteristics than asphalt 
pavements in terms of evenness and serviceability but their durability is higher.” (Materials 
and Science Engineering, 2017). The funding for this project was not yet defined, therefore, 
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concrete was chosen for the lane addition, because the durability is higher. High traffic 
volumes in this lane made durability an essential material property, for this project. 
 The critical qualities of the designed concrete were: sustainability, durability, and 
strength. Concrete is a byproduct of mixing cement, sand, and water. The reaction of calcium 
hydroxide (CH) and calcium silicate hydroxide (CSH) occurs to create concrete. In order to 
make a concrete sustainable, a pozzolan can be added to mix instead of cement. Pozzolans 
are compounds that react with water and CH to form CSH. CSH is the matrix that binds 
concrete together; it is also responsible for the strength in concrete (Nilsson, 2018). Lesson 7 
Materials Handout. CH is the crystalline structure that fills the voids in CSH to improve 
durability (Nilsson, 2018). Although it is known, CSH is the matrix that binds concrete 
together, it is also known that it is a variable nonstoichiometric composition (Materials 
Research Society, 2012) which in turn makes strength testing for concrete essential.  
There are many different types of pozzolans: volcanic ash, fly ash (a byproduct of 
coal production), silica fume, rice husk ash, and slag (a byproduct of steel production). 
Caltrans has published a wide variety of use of fly ash in their roadwork, and it is also a 
pozzolan that has a lot of extensive research for example, the US Army Corps of Engineers 
published a Technical Report SL 95-9 in 1995, that discussed the strength effects of different 
percentages of fly ash in concrete.  
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Figure 7: Strength versus percent replacement of cement with fly ash w/c = 0.5. US Army 
Corps of Engineers, Technical Report SL 95-9 (1995) 
 
Figure 7 makes clear that the more percent replacement of fly ash in concrete the less 
strength the concrete has. The construction requirement for rigid pavement (concrete) 
according to the US Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration is 4000 
pounds per square inch (psi).  
Although the required 28 day strength for a concrete used on freeways is 4000 psi, the 
available concrete in the lab had an average strength of 2450 psi. The testing was done on the 
concrete with an average strength of 2450 psi, due to materials available in the lab. In order 
to assure the strength is met for implementation, testing on a concrete with an average 
strength of 4000 psi or higher would need to be done.  
Another element of this designed concrete, is the need to set and harden quickly. The 
freeway lane cannot be out of service for a long time, because that means more cost and time 
waiting for the benefits of the addition.  
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Holistically the mix that was chosen was: a mixture of silica sand from Ottawa, Type 
one-two cement (30%), and Class F Fly Ash (70%), Lime with a chemical composition of 
calcium hydroxide (30% of the amount of fly ash) , and a calcium chloride accelerator. The 
silica sand, and type one-two cement was chosen due to materials available in the lab, as well 
as the Class F Fly Ash. The percentage of cement and fly ash was chosen to maximize 
sustainability. As seen in Figure 7, a 70 percent cement replacement would have more than a 
73 percent difference in strength, from a zero percent cement replacement. In order to 
account for this large decrease in strength, the addition of Lime was chose due to its, 
chemical composition. In theory, the lime would bond with the pozzolan early on to create an 
increase in strength earlier, and an accelerator would speed up the process of the cement and 
water mix. The main purpose was to see the effects of lime and pozzolans mixed with 
traditional cement, and if the mixture would prove to have early strength gain, which could 
be important for applications of concrete such a ramp on a freeway, when concrete needs to 
gain set and gain strength quickly.  
There were two batches that were tested: one batch with simply the silica sand from 
Ottawa, Type one-two cement (30%), and Class F Fly Ash (70%) which is defined as the 
control, and the other batch with the addition of the lime and accelerator. This designed 
concrete was tested by ASTM C109 standard, which is included in Appendix E. 
 
Sustainable Concrete Testing and Results 
 
Overall, the lime and accelerator did not contribute to early strength gain at 7 days, 
however did contribute to later strength gain at 28 days. 
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Table 9: Seven and 28 day strength results of designed concrete. 
 
  
  
Load (lbs) 
Control 
Load (lbs) Lime + 
Accelerator 
Compressive Strength 
(psi) Control 
Compressive 
Strength (psi) 
L+A 
7 day 
test 
2331 1564  583 391 
28 
day 
test 
7730 8250 1932 2063 
 
The batch with the lime and accelerator had a lower 7 day strength at 391 psi in 
comparison to the control which yielded 583 psi, as listed in Table 9. The batch with the lime 
and accelerator had a 7 percent higher strength than the control. Overall the lime and 
accelerator decreased initial strength, and did not make a significant difference in long term 
strength. The designed concrete is not recommended for this ramp design. 
In order to meet the US Federal Highway requirements of 28 day strength 4000 psi, 
the recommended concrete would include 20 percent fly ash and 80 percent cement with a 
water to cement ratio of 0.4, in accordance with Figure 7.  
For future testing, a different cement type, or pozzolan could be used. There is a Class C fly 
ash that could have proven to be more efficient with lime. Possibly silica fume or slag, could 
have reacted differently with the lime to create more early strength gain. Although in this test, 
a calcium chloride accelerator was used, in future testing a non chloride accelerator should be 
used to avoid corrosion of rebar. 
 
Conclusion 
In performing a traffic analysis of the I-680 Mission Boulevard interchange with 
future growth, the merge segment of I-680 South to Mission Boulevard westbound was a 
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critical segment for redesign due to the failing LOS now, and the projected LOS in 2035. 
After performing a life cycle cost analysis, the redesign proved to be beneficial in reducing 
crashes, congestion, air pollution, noise, greenhouse gases, required road facilities and traffic 
services, and travel time. One factor for future analysis, would be how to reduce construction 
costs of the redesign, and how to reproduce the natural vegetation lost from taking out the 
shoulder in the redesign. The sustainable concrete designed for this project, did not prove to 
be effective after testing. However, further testing of cement, pozzolans, and additives, such 
as lime to make pozzolans react quicker with the byproduct of cement and water are 
encouraged for future research. This research could discover concrete mixes that are more 
sustainable, but have the same amount of strength as a solely cement water mixture, if not 
more strength.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The Alameda County Congestion Management Agency (ACCMA), in partnership with the 
City of Fremont and Caltrans, has contracted with HQE, Inc. and DKS Associates to 
prepare a Project Study Report (PSR) for potential improvements to State Route 262 
(Mission Boulevard) between I-880 and I-680 in the City of Fremont.  The Route 262 
Improvements PSR will address the need and purpose of the proposed project, identify 
the potential environmental impacts, and identify the estimated costs and timeline for 
delivery.  The PSR will consist of evaluating the following project components: 
 
• Widening of Route 262 (Mission Boulevard) from four to six lanes between Warm 
Springs Boulevard and I-680; 
• Modification of the I-680/Route 262 interchange to improve operations; and 
• Tight Diamond Interchange and/or intersection improvements at Route 262/Warm 
Springs Boulevard. 
 
The purpose of this report is to describe the existing conditions within the study area with 
respect to key roadway infrastructure and traffic performance. 
 
While the proposed project components focus on improvements to SR 262 and the I-
680/SR 262 interchange, the traffic analysis network includes all ramps and mainlines at 
the I-680/SR 262 and I-880/SR 262 interchanges plus the arterial segment of SR 262 
between these interchanges.  This arterial segment includes the signalized intersections 
at Warm Springs Blvd and Mohave Drive.  The study area and intersections are illustrated 
in Figure 1. 
 
Section 2 of this report identifies the various data and information sources used in 
preparing this memorandum.  The existing roadway infrastructure is described in Section 
3.  A summary of the traffic data is presented in Section 4.  A summary of the congestion 
and queuing characteristics within the study area is presented in Section 5.  The level-of-
service (LOS) analysis results for the study intersections are provided in Section 6, while 
the freeway merge, diverge and weave analysis results are presented in Section 7. 
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2 DATA SOURCES 
This study includes the analysis of operating conditions during both the weekday AM 
peak period (6:00 AM to 10:00 AM) and PM peak period (3:00 PM to 7:00 PM).  To 
support this analysis, extensive field observations, data compilation, and data collection 
were conducted.  The types of data relevant to this effort and the sources for these data 
are presented in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Relevant Data Sources 
 
Data Type Source (s) Dates Comments 
Aerial photographs June-08  Freeway and arterial 
geometry DKS field review  June - 08  
Intersection signal 
timing 
Caltrans   
Freeway mainline traffic 
volumes 
PeMS Real-
time data 
Multiple locations within study 
area, however reliability varies 
DKS 4-hour manual counts 
during AM/PM peak  
June - 08 Counts performed: 
NB I-880 off to Mission 
SB I-880 overpass  to Mission 
SB I-880 to West Warren Ave 
WB Mission to NB I-880 
WB Mission to SB I-880 
WB Mission to Gateway 
EB Gateway to SB I-880 
Prior Study (Fremont 
Bayside EIR) 
Feb - 08 2-hour manual counts 
Freeway ramps and 
connectors traffic 
volumes 
Caltrans Census 2004  
and 2006 
 
Freeway truck 
volumes/percentages 
PeMS database June - 07  
Arterial segment traffic 
volumes 
DKS 1-week tube counts June - 08 Count performed: 
Segment of Mission Blvd East 
of I-680 
DKS 4-hour manual traffic 
counts 
June - 08 Counts performed: 
Mission Blvd at Warm Springs 
Blvd 
Mission Blvd at Mohave Drive 
Intersection traffic 
volumes 
Prior Study (Fremont 
Bayside EIR) 
Feb - 08 2-hour manual counts 
Source: DKS Associates, 2008 
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3 EXISTING ROADWAY INFRASTRUCTURE 
The study network is comprised of two interchanges and two intersections.  The design 
characteristics of each interchange and each intersection are described below. 
3.1 I-680/SR-262 Interchange 
The interchange at I-680 and SR-262 is a cloverleaf interchange as illustrated in Figure 2.  
With this design, there are collector/distributor roads to provide a buffer between weaving 
vehicles using the interchange and mainline traffic on I-680.  Within the study area, I-680 
has three mixed lanes in the northbound direction.  In the southbound direction, the 
mainline includes three mixed lanes and one HOV lane.  There is also a southbound 
auxiliary lane between the Auto Mall/Durham Road on-ramp and the SR 262 off-ramp.  
SR-262 (Mission Boulevard) is an east-west highway and it has two lanes on each 
direction.  Within the interchange there are auxiliary lanes between the loop ramps on SR 
262. 
 
 
Figure 2 I-680/SR 262 Interchange 
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3.2 I-880/SR-262 Interchange 
Unlike the I-680/SR-262 Interchange, the I-880/SR-262 Interchange is not a standard 
interchange as illustrated in Figure 3.  Currently, there are three lanes on each direction 
of I-880 through the interchange and two lanes on each direction of SR-262 to the east of 
the interchange.  However, improvements to this interchange and segment of I-880 are 
currently under construction.  These improvements will include new connectors and 
extension of the HOV lanes in both direction through the interchange. 
 
 
Figure 3 I-880/SR 262 Interchange 
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3.3 Warm Springs Blvd/SR-262 Intersection 
The intersection of Warm Springs Boulevard and SR-262 (Mission Boulevard) is shown in 
Figure 4.  Warm Springs Boulevard is a major north/south arterial with two lanes in each 
direction, widening to five or six lanes at the intersection.  To the west of Warm Springs, 
SR 262 is two lanes in each direction but widens to three continuous lanes between 
Warm Springs and Mohave in both directions.  SR 262 also widens to five or six lanes at 
the intersection.  There are striped bike lanes on Warm Springs Blvd south of SR 262, 
and on SR 262 east of Warm Springs Blvd. 
 
The intersection geometry is summarized below: 
• Northbound (Warm Springs Blvd): 2 left-turn lanes + 2 through lanes + 1 right-turn 
lane 
• Southbound (Warm Springs Blvd): 2 left-turn lanes + 1 through lanes + 1 shared 
lane (through and right-turn) + 1 right-turn lane 
• Eastbound (SR 262): 2 left-turn lanes + 3 through lanes + 1 right-turn lanes 
• Westbound (SR 262): 2 left-turn lanes + 3 through lanes + 1 right-turn lane 
 
 
Figure 4 Warm Springs Blvd/ SR 262 Intersection 
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3.4 Mohave Dr/SR-262 Intersection 
The intersection at Mohave Drive and SR-262 (Mission Boulevard) is shown in Figure 5.  
Mohave Drive is a local collector with one lane in each direction.  The intersection 
geometry is: 
• Northbound (Mohave Drive): 1 left-turn lane + 1 through lane + 1 right-turn lane 
• Southbound (Mohave Drive Blvd): 1 left-turn lane + 1 shared lane (through and left 
–turn) + 1 right-turn lane 
• Eastbound (SR 262): 1 left-turn lane + 3 through lanes + 1 right-turn lane 
• Westbound (SR 262): 1 left-turn lane + 2 through lanes + 1 shared lane (through 
and right-turn lane) 
 
 
Figure 5 Mohave Dr/ SR 262 Intersection 
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4 TRAFFIC DATA SUMMARIES 
4.1 Freeway Mainline Traffic Volumes 
Mainline traffic volumes were obtained from PeMS for selected locations on both I-880 
and I-680 on a typical weekday in April of 2008.  Table 2 summarizes the observed 
freeway mainline volumes during AM and PM peak periods.   
 
Table 2 Observed Freeway Mainline Volumes 
Median Volume (vph) 
AM PM 
Location Date 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 
I-680N before Mission Blvd  
On-ramp (VDS 400376) Apr-08 3742 4793 4677 3703 5491 4837 5036 5154
I-680S after Mission Blvd  
Off-ramp (VDS 400566) Apr-08 3423 5004 5546 3964 2889 3240 3574 2781
I-880N after Mission Blvd 
 On-ramp (VDS 400189) Apr-08 3311 4158 3769 3549 5449 5884 6119 5986
I-880S before Lakeview 
Blvd/West Warren Ave Off-ramp  
(VDS 400409) Apr-08 6214 5982 5250 5229 5321 5352 5315 4776
Source: PeMS 
 
Exact locations of the first three detector stations were verified from a field observation.  
The location of the last detector station is approximated from the PeMS graphical user 
interface.  These four detector stations provide freeway mainline volumes for this study. 
 
4.2 Ramp and Intersection Traffic Volumes 
Traffic volumes for the ramps and intersections within the study area were derived from 
numerous sources including the Caltrans Traffic Volume Census, recent counts 
conducted for the Fremont Bayside EIR, and new data collected in May/June of 2008.  
Caltrans Census data included 2004 and 2006 counts for the I-880/SR 262 and I-680/SR 
262 interchanges respectively.  Manual ramp and intersection counts for the Fremont 
Bayside EIR were conducted in February 2008.  New counts specifically for this study 
were conducted for all ramps at the I-880/SR 262 interchange, two ramps at I-680/SR 
262 interchange.  Copies of the data sheets for these new counts are contained in 
Appendix A.   
 
As would be expected, the counts from the different sources vary, sometimes 
substantially.  Also, the counts for adjacent facilities (i.e. the departure of one intersection 
and approach for the downstream intersection) do not always match.  To support the 
traffic modeling and analysis activities, the counts compiled from all of the sources 
mentioned above were used to develop a set of balanced AM and PM peak hour traffic 
volumes.  These values, shown in Figure 6, are the basis for the existing conditions 
operational analysis presented in Sections 5 and 6 of this report. 
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4.3 Truck Volume and Percentage  
Truck volume and percentage data within the study area were extracted from the PeMS 
database for freeways.  Average peak periods and daily truck volumes and percentages 
for April of 2008 are presented in Table 3. 
 
Table 3 Freeway Truck Percentages and Volumes 
AM Peak Period (6-10 am) PM Peak Period (3-7 pm) Average Daily Data 
Location 
Truck 
Percentage 
Truck 
Volume 
(veh) 
Truck 
Percentage 
Truck 
Volume 
(veh) 
Truck 
Percentage 
Truck 
Volume 
(veh) 
I-680 Northbound 
I-680N south of the study 
area (VDS 400232) 4.9% 728 3.0% 523 4.8% 2,781 
I-680N before Mission 
Blvd Offramp (VDS 
401583) 
0.7% 110 0.9% 148 0.5% 315 
I-680N before Mission 
Blvd Onramp (VDS 
400376) 
15.5% 2,633 13.7% 2,812 17.0% 12,572 
I-680 Southbound 
I-680S after Mission Blvd 
Off-ramp (VDS 400566) 1.3% 228 0.9% 110 1.0% 492 
I-680S after Mission Blvd 
On-ramp (VDS 400633) 3.6% 523 3.6% 481 2.8% 1,345 
I-880 Northbound 
I-880N before Dixon 
Landing Rd On-ramp 
(VDS 401643) 
4.6% 744 1.4% 277 5.4% 4,022 
I-880N after Mission Blvd 
On-ramp (VDS 400189) 7.4% 1,086 4.3% 1,007 6.0 4,639 
I-880 Southbound 
I-880S before Lakeview 
Blvd/West Warren Ave 
Off-ramp (VDS 400409) 
5.4% 1,213 2.9% 613 4.2% 3,805 
I-880S after Dixon 
Landing Rd Off-ramp 
(VDS 401637) 
2.0% 352 4.9% 713 4.2% 2,721 
Source: PeMS 
 
For northbound I-680, PeMS Vehicle Detector Station (VDS) 400232, which is located 
south of the study area, was used to derive truck percentages instead of using VDS 
401583 and VDS 400376.  That is because data from these two detectors, which are 
close to each other, are not consistent with one another nor adjacent locations and PeMS 
detector diagnostics indicate hardware problems.   
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For SR 262, truck percentages were derived from the intersection counts at Warm 
Springs Boulevard and Mohave Drive (attached in Appendix C).  Table 4 summarizes 
truck percentages on SR 262. 
 
 
Table 4 SR-262 (Mission Boulevard) Truck Percentages 
Location AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
SR-262 Eastbound 7.4% 2.6% 
SR-262 Westbound 4.9% 3.7% 
Source: DKS Associates, 2008 
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5 CONGESTION AND QUEUING OBSERVATIONS  
In this section, the traffic data described in the prior section have been combined with 
direct observations of traffic operating conditions to develop a profile of the congestion 
and queuing characteristics within the study area.  The field observations were conducted 
in June 2008.  It should be noted that construction of the I-880/SR 262 improvements is 
underway at this time.  These construction activities were observed to impact the travel 
speed on SR 262, especially eastbound SR 262 during the PM peak. 
 
For each analysis period, the operating conditions and issues within the study area are 
summarized below and are illustrated in Figure 7.   
5.1 Weekday AM Peak Period (6:00-10:00 AM)  
During the AM peak period, varying levels of congestion were observed on I-680 
southbound, I-880 southbound, and SR 262 westbound.  A description of the weekday 
AM peak period congestion and queuing conditions, broken down by facility and direction, 
is provided below.   
 
I-680 Northbound 
No significant mainline congestion was observed during the AM peak period. 
 
I-680 Southbound 
Congestion on I-680 southbound was observed due to the queue spilling back from the 
downstream intersections on westbound SR-262 at Mohave Drive and at Warm Springs 
Boulevard.  The queue from these intersections extends onto the southbound I-680 off-
ramp and mainline I-680.  The maximum observed queue extended 1000 ft north of the I-
680 off-ramp.  This condition was observed to start around 6:00 AM and continued 
beyond 10:00 AM.   
 
I-880 Northbound 
No significant mainline congestion was observed during the AM peak period. 
 
I-880 Southbound 
Congestion was observed on I-880 southbound due to the bottleneck between the off-
ramp to W. Warren Avenue and the off-ramp to eastbound SR 262.  The congestion 
started around 7:15 AM and continued beyond 10:00 AM.  The queue extends beyond 
the Fremont Boulevard interchange. 
 
SR 262 Eastbound 
No significant congestion was observed during the AM peak period. 
 
SR 262 Westbound 
Congestion was observed on SR 262 westbound between Warm Springs Boulevard and 
I-680.  It was caused by a high traffic demand from I-680 southbound heading to I-880 
southbound.  The queue started from the Warm Springs/SR 262 intersection and spills 
back through the Mohave/SR 262 intersection, onto the I-680 southbound off-ramp, and 
eventually onto I-680 southbound.   
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5.2 Weekday PM Peak Period (3:00-7:00 PM) 
During the PM peak period, varying levels of congestion were observed on I-880 
northbound, I-880 southbound, and SR 262 eastbound.  A description of the weekday PM 
peak period congestion and queuing conditions, broken down by facility and direction, is 
provided below.   
 
I-680 Northbound 
During the field investigations conducted for this study, no significant mainline congestion 
was observed during the PM peak period. 
 
I-680 Southbound 
No significant mainline congestion was observed during the PM peak period. 
 
I-880 Northbound 
Congestion was observed on I-880N, south of the off-ramp to SR 262 eastbound.  This 
condition is the result of several factors including the existing bottleneck downstream of 
the off-ramp, current construction activities on both the I-880 mainline and the off-ramp, 
the turbulence caused by the northbound I-880 vehicles merging into the auxiliary lane to 
get off the freeway at Mission off-ramp, and congestion on the off-ramp itself. It started 
around 3:00 PM and continued beyond 7:00 PM.  The queue extends beyond the Dixon 
Landing Road interchange. 
 
I-880 Southbound 
No significant mainline congestion was observed during the PM peak period.  However, 
queuing was observed on the off-ramp to SR 262 eastbound due to the bottleneck at the 
downstream intersection at SR 262/Warm Springs.  This queue was observed to extend 
the whole length of the off-ramp to SR 262 eastbound from 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM.   
 
SR 262 Eastbound 
Congestion was observed on SR 262 eastbound from Warm Springs Boulevard into the I-
880 interchange.  It was caused by a high traffic demand from I-880 northbound heading 
to I-680 northbound and slow travel speed in the construction zone.  The demand 
exceeds Warm Springs/SR 262 intersection capacity causing queues that extend to the 
off-ramps from both I-880 northbound and I-880 southbound.   
 
SR 262 Westbound 
No significant congestion was observed during the PM peak period. 
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6 INTERSECTION LEVEL-OF-SERVICE  
The AM and PM peak hour Level-of-Service (LOS) for each study intersection was 
determined using Synchro and the procedures from the 2000 Highway Capacity Manual 
(HCM) Operational methodology.  As part of this methodology, the average delay per 
vehicle is used to determine the LOS.  The results of this analysis are presented in Table 
5.  Synchro Level-of-Service calculations are attached in Appendix B. 
 
Table 5 Existing Intersection Level-of-Service 
AM Peak PM Peak 
ID Study Intersection Delay 
(sec/veh) LOS 
Delay 
(sec/veh) LOS 
1 Mission Blvd/SR 262 at Warm Springs Blvd 82.2 F 42.0 D 
2 Mission Blvd/SR 262 at Mohave Dr 17.2 B 32.0 C 
 
During the AM peak hour, the SR 262/Warm Springs intersection operates at LOS F.  
although the analysis results suggest that the SR 262/Mohave intersection operates at 
LOS B, the queue from Warm Springs spills back through this intersection. Consistent 
with the field observations, the Simtraffic simulation showed the westbound queue from 
SR 262/Warm Springs extending back through the SR 262/ Mohave Dr intersection and 
back to southbound I-680 off-ramp and I-680 mainlines during the AM peak hour.  
Similarly, the Simtraffic simulation also showed the queue formed on the eastbound 
Mission Blvd/SR 262 from Mission Blvd/ Warm Springs Blvd intersection and spilled back 
to northbound I-880 off-ramp to eastbound SR 262 during the PM peak hour.  
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7 FREEWAY MERGE, DIVERGE, AND WEAVING ANALYSIS 
7.1 Methodology 
The analysis of merge, diverge and weaving sections was undertaken using the Highway 
Capacity Software (HCS), which implements the HCM 2000 methodology.  The sections 
that required additional analysis using HCS are listed in the following tables.  Some 
difficulty comes from the presence of the weaving section in the non-freeway lane (SR 
262), which is not specifically accommodated in the weaving section analysis in the HCM.  
Because the minimum free-flow-speed is required to be 55 mph for a weaving segment 
analysis in the HCM, the free-flow-speed on SR 262 is assumed to be 55 mph even 
though the posted speed limit in this section is 45 mph.  The analysis results will be 
carefully reviewed to identify any impacts caused by this assumption. 
 
It is noted that when a single-lane off-ramp results in a lane drop, the capacity of the ramp 
is governed by its geometry, and it is analyzed as a ramp roadway.  When a lane drop 
occurs 2,500 ft or less downstream from a merge point at which a lane was added, a 
weaving configuration is created and should be analyzed using the weaving analysis 
procedure.  In other cases, the entering and departing freeway segments are analyzed as 
basic freeway segments having different number of lanes.  This will be applied to the 
following sections:  northbound I-680 off-ramp to SR 262, southbound I-680 off-ramp to 
SR 262, northbound I-880 off-ramp to SR 262, and eastbound SR 262 on-ramp to 
southbound I-680. 
 
When the number of lanes leaving the diverge area is more than the number entering the 
segment, it is considered as a major weave.   
 
On-ramps are sometimes associated with the addition of a lane at the merge point.  
Similar to the lane drop of the diverge area, the analysis of single-lane additions is 
relatively straightforward.  The downstream segment of the merge area is simply 
considered to be a basic freeway segment with an additional lane. 
 
The analysis is applicable for a single one hour period.  In general, data from the peak 
hour of the peak period was used for the merge, diverge and weaving analysis. 
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7.2 Input Assumptions 
The assumptions made when coding the software are summarized in Table 6. 
 
Table 6 Input Assumptions 
 
Parameter Assumption 
Terrain 
Level, with a heavy vehicle factor of 1.5.  Rolling (with a heavy vehicle factor of 
2.5) was considered, but the observed behavior of trucks in the vicinity of ramps 
is closer to Level than Rolling 
Percentage of trucks 
The percentage of trucks varies during both the AM and PM peaks.  Data 
described in Section 4 was used to determine the percentage of trucks in the 
mainline flows for 7-8 am in the morning peak, and 4-5 pm in the evening peak.  
The numbers used in the analysis are: 
• AM – 5% 
• PM – 4% 
Ramp free-flow speeds 
There is a wide variety of geometric standards for both on- and off-ramps.  In 
general, the free-flow speed on WB 262 to SB I-880 overpass was assumed 45 
mph.  In other cases, the default speed of 35 mph was used. 
Adjacent ramp 
The HCM defines the area of influence of a ramp as being within 1,500 feet of the 
ramp.  It also defines an adjacent ramp as an upstream or downstream ramp 
(either on or off) that is within the effective influence distance, which is a function 
of ramp type and traffic volumes.  However, the analysis procedure only allows 
consideration of one adjacent ramp at a time.  In several locations, there are two 
ramps (one upstream, the other downstream) that are within 1,500 ft of another 
ramp.  In these cases, the analysis was repeated for both the upstream and 
downstream ramps, and the worst case LOS reported in the tables. 
Peak hour factor Based on the 15-min counts at two intersections on SR 262/Mission Blvd, the peak hour factor of 0.92 was used in this section for both AM and PM peaks. 
 
7.3 Results 
The results of the merge, diverge, and weaving analyses are illustrated in Table 7 and 
Table 8 for the AM and PM peak hour, respectively.  HCS outputs are attached in 
Appendix C. 
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Table 7 Existing AM Peak Merge, Diverge, and Weaving LOS 
Route Section Analysis type LOS Comments 
Northbound    
NB I-680 off-ramp to SR 262 Diverge with lane drop B 
 
NB I-680 segment north of the off-ramp to SR 
262  D 
 
NB I-680 CD Road Weave E  
On-ramp from 262 to NB I-680 Merge E  
 
Southbound    
SB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 Diverge with lane drop D 
Queue on the ramp 
due to the spill back 
from downstream 
intersection 
SB I-680 segment south of off-ramp to WB SR 
262  C 
 
SB I-680 CD Road Weave A  
I-680 
SB I-880 on-ramp from SR 262 Merge B  
 
Northbound    
NB I-880 off-ramp to SR 262 Diverge with lane drop B 
 
NB I-880 segment north of off-ramp to SR 262  C  
SR 262 on-ramp to Fremont Blvd off-ramp Weave C  
 
Southbound    
Fremont Blvd SB to SB I-880 off-ramp to West 
Warren Weave D 
 
SB I-880 off-ramp to SR 262 Diverge F  
I-880 
On-ramp from SR 262 Merge with lane add F 
 
 
Eastbound    
SB I-880 off-ramp at NB I-880 off-ramp to SR 
262 Merge B 
 
EB 262 on-ramp to I-680 SB Diverge with lane drop A 
 
EB 262 segment east of on-ramp to I-680 SB  A  
SB I-680 off-ramp to EB SR 262 TO EB SR 
262 on-ramp to NB I-680 Weave B 
 
NB I-680 off-ramp to EB 262 Merge B  
 
Westbound    
WB SR 262 off-ramp to NB I-880 and SB I-
880 Major Diverge C 
 
WB SR 262 on-ramp to NB I-680 Diverge B  
NB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 TO WB SR 
262 on-ramp to SB I-680 Weave C 
 
SR 262 
SB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 Merge C  
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Table 8 Existing PM Peak Merge, Diverge, and Weaving LOS 
Route Section Analysis type LOS Comments 
Northbound    
NB I-680 off-ramp to SR 262  Diverge with lane drop B 
 
NB I-680 segment north of the off-ramp to SR 
262   D 
 
NB I-680 CD Road Weave D  
On-ramp from 262 to NB I-680 Merge E  
 
Southbound    
SB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 Diverge with lane drop C 
 
SB I-680 segment south of off-ramp to WB SR 
262  B 
 
SB I-680 CD Road Weave A  
I-680 
SB I-880 on-ramp from SR 262 Merge B  
 
Northbound    
NB I-880 off-ramp to SR 262  Diverge with lane drop B 
Queue on the ramp 
due to the spill back 
from downstream 
intersection 
NB I-880 segment north of off-ramp to SR 262  D  
SR 262 on-ramp to Fremont Blvd off-ramp Weave D  
 
Southbound    
Fremont Blvd SB to SB I-880 off-ramp to West 
Warren Weave C 
 
SB I-880 off-ramp to SR 262 Diverge F  
I-880 
On-ramp from SR 262 Merge with lane add D 
 
 
Eastbound    
SB I-880 off-ramp at NB I-880 off-ramp to SR 
262 Merge C 
 
EB 262 on-ramp to I-680 SB Diverge with lane drop B 
 
EB 262 segment east of on-ramp to I-680 SB  B  
SB I-680 off-ramp to EB SR 262 TO EB SR 
262 on-ramp to NB I-680 Weave B 
 
NB I-680 off-ramp to EB 262 Merge B  
 
Westbound    
WB SR 262 off-ramp to NB I-880 and SB I-
880 Major Diverge B 
 
WB SR 262 on-ramp to NB I-680 Diverge A  
NB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 TO WB SR 
262 on-ramp to SB I-680 Weave B 
 
SR 262 
SB I-680 off-ramp to WB SR 262 Merge B  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Alameda County Congestion Management Agency (ACCMA), in partnership with the City of 
Fremont and Caltrans, has contracted with HQE, Inc. and DKS Associates to prepare a Project 
Study Report (PSR) for potential improvements to State Route (SR) 262 (Mission Boulevard) 
between I-880 and I-680 in the City of Fremont.  The Route 262 Improvements PSR will address 
the need and purpose of the proposed project, the potential environmental impacts, and the 
estimated costs and timeline for delivery.  The PSR will consist of evaluating the following project 
components: 
 
• Widening of Route 262 (Mission Boulevard) from four to six lanes between Warm Springs 
Boulevard and I-680; 
• Widening and realigning the I-680 southbound to westbound exit ramp to a tee intersection 
with Route 262 and signalizing the new intersection; 
• Eliminating the I-680 southbound to eastbound loop exit ramp; 
• Realigning the I-680 northbound to eastbound exit ramp to a tee intersection with Route 
262 and signalizing the new intersection; 
• Eliminating the I-680 northbound to westbound loop exit ramp; and 
• Tight Diamond Interchange and/or intersection improvements at Route 262/Warm Springs 
Boulevard. 
 
The purpose of this report is to present the projected 2035 AM and PM peak traffic demands that 
will be used to analyze the freeway mainline segments, ramps and intersections within the study 
area.  While the Project may add capacity to portions of SR 262, it is primarily an operational 
improvement and does not significantly increase corridor capacity.  Furthermore, capacity 
constraints on the study area freeways (I-880 and I-680) effectively constrain traffic demand in the 
study area.  Therefore, the No Project forecasts will also be used for the build project alternatives. 
 
Section 2 summarizes the methodology used to develop the forecasted travel demands. The 
forecasted peak hour demands for the freeway mainline segments, ramps and intersections are 
presented in Section 3.   
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2. FORECAST METHODOLOGY 
The future year traffic operations analysis conducted as part of the PSR should evaluate conditions 
20 years after the expected completion of the proposed improvements.  Assuming that it will take a 
minimum of seven years to fund, complete the environmental review, design and construct any 
potential improvements, the first year of operation is expected to be 2015 and the horizon year for 
the traffic analysis has been defined to be 2035. 
 
The process for developing the constrained 2035 traffic demands for use in the operational analysis 
involved three steps.  In the first step, the ACCMA countywide model was used to generate 2005 
and 2035 travel model forecasts (TMF) for the freeway entry, ramp and arterial entry links within 
the study area.  Because the current ACCMA countywide travel demand model only includes a 
2005 base year and a 2030 forecast year, the 2035 model forecasts were developed based on linear 
extrapolation using a five-year growth rate derived from the growth between 2005 and 2030 as 
illustrated in the following equation:   
 
(2030 TMF)-(2005 TMF) 2035 TMF = 2030 TMF +   [ 25 years ]*(5 years) 
 
This approach for developing the 2035 travel demand model forecasts was discussed with 
ACCMA staff. It was noted that this same approach had been applied for other studies and was 
considered appropriate for this effort.  
 
For existing roadway facilities, results from the travel demand model are not used directly in the 
operational analysis.  Instead, in the second step of the process, changes in the forecasted demand 
between 2005 and 2035 as produced by the travel demand model were added to existing traffic 
demands.  In general this approach is illustrated by the following equation: 
 
2035 demand = Existing demand + (2035 model forecast – 2005 model forecast) 
 
Consistent with the analysis methodology, results from ACCMA’s AM and PM peak hour models 
were used for the forecasting process. 
 
In the third step, a “reasonableness check” of the results was conducted after application of the 
formulas presented above.  This reasonableness check included the implementation of manual 
adjustments to the forecasts to address any unusual or unreasonable changes that did not match 
practiced constraints.  Adjustments made as part of this effort included: 
 
• Limiting growth on the freeway entering the study area where physical capacity constraints 
would prevent the forecasted demand from reaching the study area (in turn, downstream 
demands were also adjusted). 
• Modifying travel model forecasts to account for unusual assignment behavior.  
• Eliminating projected decreases in demand (“negative growth”), unless such a decrease was 
relatively small or justifiable.   
• Modifying forecasts for intersections that include a freeway ramp to conform to the adjusted 
ramp demands, in order to maintain consistency in the forecast estimates. 
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• Modifying forecasts to provide reasonable consistency in the traffic demand flows between 
adjacent roadway segments (i.e. balancing the departing demands at one intersection and 
approach demands at a downstream intersection which acknowledging some sources and sinks 
such as driveways). 
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3. NETWORK ASSUMPTIONS 
As noted in the previous section, the forecasts presented in this report were developed using 
outputs from the ACCMA countywide travel demand model.  The 2030 ACCMA model network 
(assumed for 2035) included a number of roadway improvements that directly impact the study 
area.  These improvements included: 
• Extension of the southbound HOV on I-880 through the I-880/SR 262 interchange to 
connect to the existing HOV lanes on either side of this interchange. 
• Extension of the northbound HOV on I-880 from south of Dixon Landing to the existing 
lane north of the I-880/SR 262 interchange, plus the addition of one mixed-flow lane 
before the off-ramp to Mission Blvd. 
• The widening of northbound I-680 to add an HOV lane and an auxiliary lane between the 
Scott Creek Road on-ramp and SR 262 off-ramp. 
• Widening of SR 262 (Mission Boulevard) from four to six lanes between I-880 and Warm 
Springs Boulevard. 
 
However, the original 2030 model network did not include the reconfiguration of the I-880/SR 262 
interchange that is currently under construction.  Therefore, modifications to the model network to 
reflect this improvement were made prior to the application of the model for this analysis.  
Specific elements of the interchange reconfiguration that were added to the model network 
included: 
 
• Modification of the southbound I-880 connector to SR 262 eastbound to include two lanes 
and split to Warren Avenue. 
 
• Modification of the northbound I-880 connector to eastbound SR 262 to include two lanes. 
 
• Construction of a new Warren Avenue overcrossing and interchange with separate 
northbound off-ramp, northbound on-ramp and southbound on-ramp (as noted above, 
southbound off would be via the connector to eastbound SR 262). 
 
• Replacement of the railroad overcrossing to allow for the widening of SR 262 between I-
880 and Warm Springs Blvd as noted above, and the construction of new connections from 
westbound SR 262 to Kato Road and from Kato Road to eastbound SR 262. 
 
• Closure of existing or pre-construction connections between westbound SR 262 and Kato 
Road, westbound SR 262 and Gateway Blvd, and the I-880 to eastbound SR 262 ramp and 
Warren Avenue. 
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4. FUTURE YEAR (2035) DEMAND FORECASTS 
Figure 1 presents the constrained 2035 AM and PM peak hour traffic demands for the freeway 
mainline segments, ramps and intersections within the study area.  The term “constrained” is used 
because the demands presented in this figure have been adjusted to take into account capacity 
constraints on the freeways entering the study area (“gateway” locations).  In the peak direction of 
each peak period (southbound in the AM and northbound in the PM), the unconstrained 2035 
demands on both I-880 and I-680, derived by applying the formulas presented in Section 2 of this 
report, greatly exceed the mainline capacity at the gateway locations.  The projected demands at 
these locations have been “constrained” to match the estimated capacity.  In turn, demands 
downstream of mainline capacity constraint were also adjusted accordingly.  The assumed capacity 
and demand adjustment for each gateway location is summarized Table 1.  The forecast 
calculations and manual adjustments are presented in more detail in Appendix A. 
 
As shown in Figure 1, the projected growth within the study area varies by peak period and 
direction.  During the AM peak hour, demands on SR 262 are forecasted to grow by approximately 
50% in the westbound (peak) direction, and 100 % in the eastbound direction.  The higher off-peak 
direction (eastbound) growth rate is due in part of the upstream capacity constraint on I-680 
southbound. In the PM peak hour, the growth rates are near 60% westbound and 70% eastbound. 
 
On I-680, even with the mainline capacity constraints, demands are projected 30% to 40% in the 
AM peak, and over 40% in the PM peak.  Meanwhile, on I-880 the constrained demands represent 
about a 40% increase over existing demands for all cases except northbound in the PM peak where 
the projected growth rate is almost 60%.  
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Table 1- Freeway Mainline Capacity Constraint Adjustments 
 
General Purpose1 HOV2 Auxiliary3 Upstream On Downstream Off
I-880 Southbound AM 3 1 1 668 2127 8650 14296 8650
I-880 Northbound4 PM 3 1 2 - - 10280 4 13232 10280
I-680 Southbound AM 3 1 1 1570 1815 9500 14401 9500
I-680 Northbound PM 3 1 1 1871 2732 9800 15876 9800
Notes:
1. Capacity of general purpose lane assumed to be 2100vph.
3. Auxiliary lane capacity set as lesser of upstream on and downstream off demands.
Source: DKS Associates (2008)
Constrained 
Demand
4. For Northbound I-880, gateway constraint was derived by working backwards expected bottleneck in segment after off-ramp to SR 262. This segment would have 3 GP 
lanes plus 1 HOV lane (capacity = 6300 & 1650 = 7950) but an unconstrained demand of 10229. This ratio of capacity to demand was applied to the upstream demand to 
determine the maxium potential flow at the gateway. 
2. Capacity of HOV lane assumed to be 1650vph. Because unconstrained demands significantly exceed capacity it was assumed that HOV demand would also reach or 
exceed capacity.
Lane Configuration Auxiliary Lane DemandsLocation Peak Estimate Capacity
Unconstrained
 Demand
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APPENDIX A – 2035 TRAFFIC FORECAST 
CALCULATIONS 
 
 
 
 
 
7/30/2008Table 1 : 2035 Forecast AM Link Demand 
Peak 
Hour
2005
1Hr
2030NP
1Hr 1 Hr Diff
1-Hr 
% Diff 1 Hr Diff
1-Hr 
% Diff
Peak Hour 
Demand 1 Hr Diff
1-Hr 
% Diff
Peak 
Hour 
Demand
I-680 
Northbound Entry Links Total 5953 4038 5315 1276 21% 1532 26% 7485 1532 26% 7485
(1) NB Off to  Mission/262- ALA   886 312 419 107 12% 129 15% 1015 129 15% 1015
(3) SEG NB OFF TO NB MISSION/RTE 262 140 297 371 74 53% 89 63% 229 89 63% 229
(4) SEG NB OFF TO SB MISSION/262  746 15 48 33 4% 40 5% 786 40 5% 786
(7) SEG NB ON FR SB MISSION/262   42 45 110 65 156% 79 187% 121 79 187% 121
(8) SEG NB ON FR NB MISSION/262   682 254 575 320 47% 384 56% 1066 384 56% 1066
(11) NB ON FR MISSION/262          724 299 685 386 53% 463 64% 1187 463 64% 1187
 NB OFF to Durham Rd 650 528 977 449 69% 539 83% 1189 539 83% 1189
Southbound Entry Links Total 6935 7056 13278 6221 90% 7466 108% 14401 2565 37% 9500 SB 680 mainline capacity constraint
(12) SB OFF TO MISSION /262        1356 1289 3770 2482 183% 2978 220% 4334 1503 111% 2859 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(9) SEG SB OFF TO SB MISSION/RTE 262 1328 1267 3311 2044 154% 2452 185% 3780 1166 88% 2494 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(10) SEGSBOFF TO NB MISSION BL/262 28 22 460 438 1564% 525 1877% 553 337 1204% 365 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(5) SEGSB ON FR SB MISSION BL/262 526 832 1746 914 174% 1097 209% 1623 1097 209% 1623
(6) SEGSB ON FR NB MISSION BL/262 313 406 1422 1016 324% 1219 389% 1532 1112 355% 1425 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(2) SB ON FR MISSION BL/262       839 1238 3168 1930 230% 2316 276% 3155 2209 263% 3048
I-880 
Northbound Entry Links Total 4279 5634 7057 1422 33% 1707 40% 5986 1707 40% 5986
(1) NB I-880 off to EB Mission 1201 636 751 115 10% 138 11% 1339 138 11% 1339
NB I-880 off to Warren 710 710 852 852 852 n/a 852
Warren on ramp to NB 880 49 49 59 59 59 n/a 59
(4) WB Mission to NB I-880 1080 258 174 -84 -8% 0 0% 1080 0 0% 1080 Eliminate negative growth
SB I-880 off to Fremont 454 241 1397 1156 255% 1387 306% 1841 1387 306% 1841
Cushing on-ramp to SB I-880 693 1178 1157 -21 -3% -25 -4% 668 -25 -4% 668
Southbound Entry Links Total 6214 7082 13817 6735 108% 8082 130% 14296 2436 39% 8650 SB 880 mainline capacity constraint
(3) SB I-880 to West Warren Ave 103 650 1681 1031 1001% 1237 1201% 1340 708 687% 811 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
W.Warrent to W. Mission 23 21 0 -21 -93% -26 -111% -3 -26 -111% 0
(2) SB I-880 overpass to Mission 336 167 626 459 137% 551 164% 887 200 60% 536 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Total overpass to Mission 359 189 626 437 122% 525 146% 884 525 146% 884 Adjust demand based on mainline contrained flow
Warren on ramp to SB 880 569 569 683 683 683 683
(5) WB Mission to SB I-880 2073 1516 3225 1709 82% 2050 99% 4123 1154 56% 3227 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SR 262
EB SR 262 Entry 1560 825 1377 552 35% 663 42% 2223 315 20% 1875 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Kato to EB Mission 1216 1216 1459 1459 1459 1459
EB Arrival at Warm Spring 1560 825 2593 1768 113% 2122 136% 3682 1774 114% 3334 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Departure at Warm Spring 1250 740 1985 1244 100% 1493 119% 2743 1262 101% 2512 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Arrival at Mohave 1250 740 1985 1244 100% 1493 119% 2743 1222 98% 2472 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Departure at Mohave 1393 799 1996 1198 86% 1437 103% 2830 1245 89% 2638 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB SR 262 End 566 457 830 373 66% 448 79% 1014 68 12% 634 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB SR 262 Entry 810 1741 2602 861 106% 1033 128% 1843 1033 128% 1843
WB Arrival at Mohave 2361 2146 4105 1959 83% 2350 100% 4711 1064 45% 3425 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Departure at Mohave 2316 2099 4066 1967 85% 2360 102% 4676 1173 51% 3489 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Arrival at Warm Spring 2316 2099 4066 1967 85% 2360 102% 4676 1189 51% 3505 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Departure at Warm Spring 3356 1856 4197 2341 70% 2810 84% 6166 1746 52% 5102 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Mission to Kato Road 798 798 958 958 795 795 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB SR 262 End 3356 1856 3399 1543 46% 1852 55% 5208 951 28% 4307 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
NB Arrival at Warm Spring 1401 932 1101 168 12% 202 14% 1603 202 14% 1603
NB Departure at Warm Spring 923 898 1188 290 31% 348 38% 1271 206 22% 1129 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SB Arrival at Warm Spring 1179 1509 2570 1062 90% 1274 108% 2453 1274 108% 2453
SB Departure at  Warm Spring 972 1870 2959 1089 112% 1307 134% 2279 1138 117% 2110 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
NB Arrival at Mohave 337 66 51 -15 -5% 0 0% 337 0 0% 337
NB Departure at Mohave 87 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 0 0% 87 0 0% 80 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SB Arrival at Mohave 131 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 0 0% 131 0 0% 131 Apply the same growth with SB Departure
SB Departure at  Mohave 193 55 78 23 12% 28 0% 221 28 14% 158 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Growth 2005 ->2030 
LOCATION
AM Peak
Existing  Model Demand
Note:  Capacity assumptions: Mainline: 2100 vphph, HOV lane: 1650 vphpl
Comments
2035
Unconstrained
2035
ConstrainedAM Peak
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Table 2 : 2035 Forecast PM Link Demand 
Peak 
Hour
2005 
1Hr
2030
NP 1 Hr Diff
1-Hr 
% Diff 1 Hr Diff
1-Hr 
% Diff
Peak 
Hour 
Demand
1 Hr Diff 1-Hr % Diff
Peak 
Hour 
Demand
I-680 
Northbound Entry Links Total 6648 6662 14352 7690 116% 9228 139% 15876 3152 47% 9800 NB 680 mainline capacity constraint
(1) NB Off to  Mission/262- ALA   1232 1431 3282 1851 150% 2221 180% 3453 899 73% 2131 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(3) SEG NB OFF TO NB MISSION/RTE 262 642 1163 2111 948 148% 1137 177% 1779 456 71% 1098 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(4) SEG NB OFF TO SB MISSION/262  590 268 1171 903 153% 1084 184% 1674 443 75% 1033 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(7) SEG NB ON FR SB MISSION/262   15 21 182 161 1073% 193 1288% 208 193 1288% 208 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(8) SEG NB ON FR NB MISSION/262   962 718 2362 1644 171% 1973 205% 2935 1650 172% 2612 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
(11) NB ON FR MISSION/262          977 739 2544 1805 185% 2166 222% 3143 1843 189% 2820 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Southbound Entry Links Total 4599 4210 5818 1608 35% 1929 42% 6528 1929 42% 6528
(12) SB OFF TO MISSION /262        1030 593 1100 508 49% 609 59% 1639 609 59% 1639
(9) SEG SB OFF TO SB MISSION/RTE 262 989 577 1079 502 51% 603 61% 1592 603 61% 1592
(10) SEGSBOFF TO NB MISSION BL/262 41 16 21 5 13% 6 15% 47 6 15% 47
(5) SEGSB ON FR SB MISSION BL/262 197 80 301 221 112% 265 135% 462 265 135% 462
(6) SEGSB ON FR NB MISSION BL/262 966 217 482 265 27% 318 33% 1284 318 33% 1284
(2) SB ON FR MISSION BL/262       1163 297 783 486 42% 583 50% 1746 583 50% 1746
I-880 
Northbound Entry Links Total 6481 9024 14650 5626 87% 6751 104% 13232 3799 59% 10280 Capacity constraint at mainline 
(1) NB I-880 off to EB Mission 1328 1576 2972 1396 105% 1675 126% 3003 1005 76% 2333 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
NB I-880 off to Warren 1064 1064 1277 1277 992 992 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Warren on ramp to NB 880 1509 1509 1811 1811 1811 1811
(4) WB Mission to NB I-880 966 596 1044 448 46% 538 56% 1504 538 56% 1502 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SB I-880 off to Fremont 414 89 110 21 5% 26 6% 440 26 6% 440
Cushing on-ramp to SB I-880 757 755 1399 644 85% 772 102% 1529 772 102% 1529
Southbound Entry Links Total 5352 4341 5960 1620 30% 1944 36% 7296 1944 36% 7296
(3) SB I-880 to West Warren Ave 113 41 204 163 144% 195 173% 308 195 173% 308
W.Warrent to  Mission 154 131 0 -131 -85% -157 -102% -3 -157 -102% -3
(2) SB I-880 overpass to Mission 401 124 606 482 120% 578 144% 979 578 144% 979
Total overpass to Mission 555 255 606 351 63% 421 76% 976 421 76% 976
Warren on ramp to SB 880 1035 1035 1241 1241 1241 1241
(5) WB Mission to SB I-880 1015 823 1463 640 63% 768 76% 1783 768 76% 1783
SR 262
EB SR 262 Entry 1883 1831 3578 1747 93% 2097 111% 3980 1426 76% 3309 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
Kato to EB Mission 462 555 555 555 555
EB Arrival at Warm Spring 1883 1831 4040 2210 117% 2652 141% 4535 1981 105% 3864 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Departure at Warm Spring 2203 1870 3493 1623 74% 1948 88% 4151 1545 70% 3748 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Arrival at Mohave 2203 1870 3493 1623 74% 1948 88% 4151 1407 64% 3610 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB Departure at Mohave 2420 1942 3531 1589 66% 1907 79% 4327 1444 60% 3864 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
EB SR 262 End 1175 2187 2819 632 54% 758 65% 1933 79 7% 1254 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB SR 262 Entry 490 343 674 331 68% 397 81% 887 397 81% 887
WB Arrival at Mohave 1857 1086 2441 1355 73% 1626 88% 3483 1011 54% 2868 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Departure at Mohave 1807 1044 2403 1359 75% 1630 90% 3437 1042 58% 2849 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Arrival at Warm Spring 1807 1044 2403 1359 75% 1630 90% 3437 1033 57% 2840 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Departure at Warm Spring 1981 1105 2962 1857 94% 2228 112% 4209 1735 88% 3716 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB Mission to Kato Road 455 546 546 480 480 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
WB SR 262 End 1981 1105 2507 1402 71% 1682 85% 3663 1255 63% 3236 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
NB Arrival at Warm Spring 1451 2018 3086 1068 74% 1282 88% 2733 1282 88% 2733
NB Departure at Warm Spring 927 1809 2757 948 102% 1137 123% 2064 1033 111% 1960 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SB Arrival at Warm Spring 1026 1047 1355 308 30% 370 36% 1396 370 36% 1396
SB Departure at  Warm Spring 919 1155 1672 517 56% 621 68% 1540 490 53% 1409 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
NB Arrival at Mohave 465 136 124 -13 -3% 0 0% 465 0 0% 465
NB Departure at Mohave 129 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 0 0% 129 -11 -9% 118 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
SB Arrival at Mohave 265 #N/A #N/A #N/A #N/A 14 5% 279 14 5% 279
SB Departure at  Mohave 434 106 124 18 4% 21 5% 455 -45 -10% 389 Adjust demand based on upstream mainline contraint
CommentsLOCATION
Existing  Model Demand Growth 2005 -PM PeakPM Peak
Note:  Capacity assumptions: Mainline: 2100 vphph, HOV lane: 1650 vphpl
2035 2035
Unconstrained Constrained
  
Appendix B: AutoCAD of Current Design 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Appendix C: AutoCAD of Proposed Design 
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           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2700           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1717           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2700        1717                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                718         457                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2930        1872                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2930   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     4802          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2930                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                4802          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   35.8    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  E               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.736                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 42.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 42.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission W to 680N                             
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1036           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              68             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1036        68                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                276         18                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1124        73                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  1124   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     1197          4700            No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1124                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1197          4600                  No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   11.6    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.294                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 58.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 58.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                Melissa Elian                                          
Agency/Co.:             Santa Clara University                                 
Date performed:         11/16/2017                                             
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  5                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1597           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              684            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1030           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1597        684                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                425         182                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1733        742                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    0.412   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  557    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     2094          11752           No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               397  pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 557                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1299          4600                  No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   8.8     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.253                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 59.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  = 65.0    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 61.3    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680S to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           566            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              28             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        566         28                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                151         7                     v     
Trucks and buses                       5           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          617         30                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  617    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     647           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 617                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                647           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   7.4     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.303                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Wb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2361           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              590            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2361        590                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                628         157                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Grade                       
     Grade                                     %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                                    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2562        643                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2562   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3205          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2562                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3205          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   27.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.392                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           589            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              170            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        589         170                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                157         45                    v     
Trucks and buses                       6           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.971       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          645         184                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  645    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     829           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 645                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                829           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   8.7     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.290                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/25/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge from 680S to Mission W                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1879           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     35.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1717           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1879        1717                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                500         457                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2049        1891                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  2049   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                2049          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            158           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1891          2000            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2049                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2049          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   17.4    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.598                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 51.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 51.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680S                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           810            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              526            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        810         526                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                215         140                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          883         571                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  883    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                883           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            312           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     571           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 883                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                883           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   7.3     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.609                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1154           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              68             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1154        68                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                307         18                    v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1258        74                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1258   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1258          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1184          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     74            2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1258                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1258          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   10.6    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.370                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.9    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.9    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680 S                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1808           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              684            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1808        684                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                481         182                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1962        742                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1962   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1962          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1220          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     742           2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1962                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1962          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   16.6    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.430                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.7    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.7    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1393           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              682            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1393        682                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                370         181                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1512        751                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1512   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1512          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            761           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     751           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1512                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1512          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   12.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.626                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680N to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1662           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              746            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1662        746                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                442         198                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1803        813                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1803   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1803          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            990           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     813           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1803                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1803          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   15.3    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.631                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 50.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 50.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1112           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              170            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1112        170                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                296         45                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           6                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.971                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1207        186                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1207   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1207          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1021          4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     186           2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1207                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1207          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   10.1    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.380                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 56.3    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 56.3    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 South                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, CA                                            
Analysis Year:          2017                                                   
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   7853           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     2089           v                   
Trucks and buses                            5              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.976                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               2141           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               2141           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              57.2           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Density, D                                  37.4           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       E                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         4/28/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 North                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, Ca                                            
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   6464           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     1719           v                   
Trucks and buses                            4              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.980                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               2338           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               2338           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              52.5           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Density, D                                  44.5           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       E                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           3379           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     35.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              2494           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        3379        2494                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                899         663                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3667        2720                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  3667   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     6387          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3667                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                6387          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   50.9    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  E               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 2.603                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 37.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 37.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission W to 680N                             
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1112           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              121            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1112        121                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                296         32                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1207        131                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  1207   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     1338          4700            No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1207                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1338          4600                  No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   12.7    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.296                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 58.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 58.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                Melissa Elian                                          
Agency/Co.:             Santa Clara University                                 
Date performed:         11/16/2017                                             
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  5                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           3048           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1425           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1030           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        3048        1425                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                811         379                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3307        1546                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    0.312   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  804    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     4126          11752           No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               888  pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            Yes                                   
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1032                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2578          4600                  No                   
      12A                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   18.4    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.290                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 58.3    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  = 64.0    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 60.3    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680S to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           566            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              28             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        566         28                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                151         7                     v     
Trucks and buses                       5           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          617         30                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  617    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     647           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 617                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                647           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   7.4     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.303                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Wb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2361           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              590            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2361        590                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                628         157                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Grade                       
     Grade                                     %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                                    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2562        643                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2562   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3205          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            Yes                                   
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2562                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3205          1110704128            No                   
      12A                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   27.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.392                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           634            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              229            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        634         229                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                169         61                    v     
Trucks and buses                       6           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.971       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          695         247                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  695    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     942           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 695                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                942           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   9.6     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.291                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/25/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge from 680S to Mission W                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2859           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     35.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              2494           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2859        2494                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                760         663                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3118        2746                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  3118   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                3118          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            372           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     2746          2000            Yes                   
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3118                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3118          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   26.6    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence F                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.675                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 49.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 49.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680S                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           810            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              526            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        810         526                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                215         140                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          883         571                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  883    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                883           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            312           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     571           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 883                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                883           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   7.3     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.609                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1843           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              68             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1843        68                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                490         18                    v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2010        74                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  2010   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                2010          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1936          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     74            2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2010                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2010          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   17.0    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.370                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.9    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.9    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680 S                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2638           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1425           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2638        1425                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                702         379                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2863        1546                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  2863   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                2863          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1317          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1546          2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2863                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2863          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   24.4    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence C                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.502                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1393           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              682            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1393        682                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                370         181                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1512        751                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1512   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1512          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            761           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     751           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1512                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1512          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   12.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.626                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680N to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1662           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              746            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1662        746                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                442         198                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1803        813                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1803   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1803          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            990           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     813           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1803                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1803          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   15.3    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.631                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 50.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 50.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1015           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              229            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1015        229                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                270         61                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           6                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.971                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1101        251                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1101   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1101          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            850           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     251           2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1101                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1101          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   9.2     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.386                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 56.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 56.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 South                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, CA                                            
Analysis Year:          2017                                                   
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   9689           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     2577           v                   
Trucks and buses                            5              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.976                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               2641           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               2641           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              43.2           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Density, D                                  61.2           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       F                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         4/28/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 North                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, Ca                                            
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   7485           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     1991           v                   
Trucks and buses                            4              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.980                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               2707           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               2707           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              40.8           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Density, D                                  66.4           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       F                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2185           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1190           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2185        1190                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                581         316                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2371        1298                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2371   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3669          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2371                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3669          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   30.4    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  D               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.444                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.7    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.7    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission W to 680N                             
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1541           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              79             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1541        79                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                410         21                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1672        85                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  1672   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     1757          4700            No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1672                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1757          4600                  No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   16.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.304                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 58.0    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 58.0    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                Melissa Elian                                          
Agency/Co.:             Santa Clara University                                 
Date performed:         11/16/2017                                             
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  5                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1307           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1025           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1030           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1307        1025                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                348         273                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1418        1112                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    0.366   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  405    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     2219          11752           No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               351  pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            Yes                                   
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 442                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1554          4600                  No                   
      12A                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   10.6    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.257                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 59.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  = 65.0    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 60.7    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680S to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           566            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              28             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        566         28                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                151         7                     v     
Trucks and buses                       5           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          617         30                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  617    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     647           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 617                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                647           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   7.4     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.303                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Wb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2361           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              590            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2361        590                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                628         157                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Grade                       
     Grade                                     %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                                    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2562        643                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2562   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3205          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2562                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3205          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   27.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.392                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1201           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              794            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1201        794                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                319         211                   v     
Trucks and buses                       6           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.971       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1316        857                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  1316   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     2173          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1316                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2173          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   18.9    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.315                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680S                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           810            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              526            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        810         526                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                215         140                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          883         571                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  883    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                883           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            312           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     571           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 883                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                883           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   7.3     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.609                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           622            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              79             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        622         79                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                165         21                    v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          678         86                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  678    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                678           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            592           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     86            2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 678                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                678           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   5.6     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.371                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.9    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.9    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680 S                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2901           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1025           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2901        1025                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                772         273                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3148        1112                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  3148   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                3148          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            2036          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1112          2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3148                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3148          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   26.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence C                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.463                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.6    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.6    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1393           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              682            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1393        682                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                370         181                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1512        751                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1512   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1512          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            761           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     751           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1512                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1512          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   12.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.626                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680N to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1662           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              746            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1662        746                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                442         198                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1803        813                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1803   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1803          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            990           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     813           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1803                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1803          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   15.3    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.631                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 50.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 50.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1482           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              794            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1482        794                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                394         211                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           6                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.971                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1608        870                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1608   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1608          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            738           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     870           2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1608                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1608          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   13.6    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.441                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 54.9    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 54.9    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 South                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, CA                                            
Analysis Year:          2017                                                   
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   5498           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     1462           v                   
Trucks and buses                            5              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.976                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               1499           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               1499           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              64.9           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Density, D                                  23.1           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       C                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         4/28/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 North                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, Ca                                            
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   7699           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     2048           v                   
Trucks and buses                            4              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.980                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               2785           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               2785           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              37.8           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Density, D                                  73.7           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       F                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2842           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1592           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2842        1592                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                756         423                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3084        1736                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  3084   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     4820          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3084                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                4820          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   36.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  E               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.744                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 42.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 42.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission W to 680N                             
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2820           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              208            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2820        208                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                750         55                    v     
Trucks and buses                       4           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3060        225                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  3060   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3285          4700            No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3060                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3285          4600                  No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   27.9    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.385                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 56.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 56.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                Melissa Elian                                          
Agency/Co.:             Santa Clara University                                 
Date performed:         11/16/2017                                             
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr Mission Eb to 680S                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  5                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1605           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1143           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1030           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1605        1143                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                427         304                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1742        1240                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    0.350   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  476    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     2599          11752           No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               441  pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            Yes                                   
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 543                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1783          4600                  No                   
      12A                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   12.4    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.262                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 59.0    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  = 65.0    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 60.7    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680S to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           566            vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              28             vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        566         28                    vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                151         7                     v     
Trucks and buses                       5           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          617         30                    pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  617    pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     647           1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 617                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                647           1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   7.4     pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  A               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.303                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Wb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2361           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              590            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2361        590                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                628         157                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Grade                       
     Grade                                     %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                                    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2562        643                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2562   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3205          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2562                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3205          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   27.0    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.392                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge fr 680N to Mission Eb                            
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1254           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1098           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1254        1098                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                334         292                   v     
Trucks and buses                       6           3                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.971       0.985                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1374        1186                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  1374   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     2560          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1374                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2560          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   21.8    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.331                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.0    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.0    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/25/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge from 680S to Mission W                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1639           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     35.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1592           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1639        1592                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                436         423                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1787        1753                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1787   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1787          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            34            4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1753          2000            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1787                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1787          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   15.1    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.586                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 51.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 51.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680S                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           810            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              526            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        810         526                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                215         140                   v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          883         571                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  883    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                883           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            312           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     571           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 883                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                883           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   7.3     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.609                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Wb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           887            vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              208            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        887         208                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                236         55                    v     
Trucks and buses                       5           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.976       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          967         226                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  967    pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                967           1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            741           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     226           2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 967                    (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                967           1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   8.1     pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence A                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.383                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.8    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.8    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680 S                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           3864           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1143           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        3864        1143                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                1028        304                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           4                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.980                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          4193        1240                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  4193   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                4193          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            2953          1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1240          2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 4193                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                4193          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   35.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence E                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.475                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.6    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.6    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr Mission Eb to 680N                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1393           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              682            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1393        682                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                370         181                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           7                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.966                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1512        751                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1512   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1512          1110704128      No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            761           1110704128      No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     751           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1512                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1512          1110704128            No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   12.8    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.626                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680N to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           1662           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     25.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              746            vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        1662        746                   vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                442         198                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          1803        813                   pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  1803   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                1803          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            990           4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     813           1900            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 1803                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                1803          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   15.3    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.631                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 50.5    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 50.5    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Diverge Analysis______________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Diverge fr 680 N to Mission Eb                         
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Diverge                            
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  65.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2131           vph                 
                                                                               
_________________________________Off Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     1                                  
Free-Flow speed on ramp                     40.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1098           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            500            ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane                          ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2131        1098                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                567         292                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           6                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                             0.00    %   0.00    %           %       
     Length                            0.00    mi  0.00    mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.971                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2312        1203                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Diverge Areas_______________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-12 or 13-13)                    
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FD                                                          
                  v  = v  + (v - v ) P  =  2312   pc/h                         
                   12   R     F   R   FD                                       
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v  = v                2312          4700            No                    
      Fi   F                                                                   
     v  = v - v            1109          4700            No                    
      FO   F   R                                                               
     v                     1203          2100            No                    
      R                                                                        
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2312                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
______________________Flow Entering Diverge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                2312          4400                  No                   
      12                                                                       
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density,               D = 4.252 + 0.0086 v  - 0.009  L   =   19.6    pc/mi/ln 
                        R                  12          D                       
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence B                
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 D  = 0.471                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 54.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 54.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 South                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, CA                                            
Analysis Year:          2017                                                   
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   7296           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     1940           v                   
Trucks and buses                            5              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.976                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               1989           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               1989           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S              60.1           mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          4                                  
Density, D                                  33.1           pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       D                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                 HCS 2010: Basic Freeway Segments Release 6.80                 
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                      Fax:                               
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________Operational Analysis__________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency or Company:                                                             
Date Performed:         4/28/2018                                              
Analysis Time Period:                                                          
Freeway/Direction:      680 North                                              
From/To:                                                                       
Jurisdiction:           Fremont, Ca                                            
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
_________________________Flow Inputs and Adjustments___________________________
                                                                               
Volume, V                                   9800           veh/h               
Peak-hour factor, PHF                       0.94                               
Peak 15-min volume, v15                     2606           v                   
Trucks and buses                            4              %                   
Recreational vehicles                       0              %                   
Terrain type:                               Level                              
    Grade                                   -              %                   
    Segment length                          -              mi                  
Trucks and buses PCE, ET                    1.5                                
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER                1.2                                
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV               0.980                              
Driver population factor, fp                1.00                               
Flow rate, vp                               3545           pc/h/ln             
                                                                               
_________________________Speed Inputs and Adjustments__________________________
                                                                               
Lane width                                  -              ft                  
Right-side lateral clearance                -              ft                  
Total ramp density, TRD                     -              ramps/mi            
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Free-flow speed:                            Measured                           
     FFS or BFFS                            65.0           mi/h                
Lane width adjustment, fLW                  -              mi/h                
Lateral clearance adjustment, fLC           -              mi/h                
TRD adjustment                              -              mi/h                
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
                                                                               
_________________________LOS and Performance Measures__________________________
                                                                               
Flow rate, vp                               3545           pc/h/ln             
Free-flow speed, FFS                        65.0           mi/h                
Average passenger-car speed, S                             mi/h                
Number of lanes, N                          3                                  
Density, D                                                 pc/mi/ln            
Level of service, LOS                       F                                  
                                                                               
  Overall results are not computed when free-flow speed is less than 55 mph.   
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2842           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     2                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1592           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane           1000           ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2842        1592                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                756         423                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3084        1736                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  3084   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     4820          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3084                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                4820          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   23.5    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.624                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:          PM 2017                                                
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2185           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     2                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1190           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane           1000           ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2185        1190                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                581         316                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2371        1298                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2371   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     3669          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2371                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                3669          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   14.7    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  B               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.294                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 44.1    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 44.1    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:                                                                 
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           3379           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     2                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              2494           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane           1000           ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        3379        2494                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                899         663                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          3667        2720                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  3667   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     6387          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 3667                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                6387          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   35.2    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  E               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 2.458                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 37.6    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 37.6    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
                                                                               
           HCS 2010:  Freeway Merge and Diverge Segments Release 6.80          
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
Phone:                                     Fax:                                
E-mail:                                                                        
                                                                               
_________________________________Merge Analysis________________________________
                                                                               
Analyst:                                                                       
Agency/Co.:                                                                    
Date performed:         1/26/2018                                              
Analysis time period:                                                          
Freeway/Dir of Travel:  Merge from 680S to Mission Wb                          
Junction:                                                                      
Jurisdiction:                                                                  
Analysis Year:          AM 2018                                                
Description:                                                                   
                                                                               
__________________________________Freeway Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Type of analysis                            Merge                              
Number of lanes in freeway                  2                                  
Free-flow speed on freeway                  45.0           mph                 
Volume on freeway                           2700           vph                 
                                                                               
__________________________________On Ramp Data_________________________________
                                                                               
Side of freeway                             Right                              
Number of lanes in ramp                     2                                  
Free-flow speed on ramp                     30.0           mph                 
Volume on ramp                              1717           vph                 
Length of first accel/decel lane            1000           ft                  
Length of second accel/decel lane           1000           ft                  
                                                                               
_________________________Adjacent Ramp Data (if one exists)____________________
                                                                               
Does adjacent ramp exist?                   No                                 
Volume on adjacent Ramp                                    vph                 
Position of adjacent Ramp                                                      
Type of adjacent Ramp                                                          
Distance to adjacent Ramp                                  ft                  
                                                                               
____________________Conversion to pc/h Under Base Conditions___________________
                                                                               
Junction Components                    Freeway     Ramp        Adjacent        
                                                               Ramp            
Volume, V (vph)                        2700        1717                  vph   
Peak-hour factor, PHF                  0.94        0.94                        
Peak 15-min volume, v15                718         457                   v     
Trucks and buses                       4           5                     %     
Recreational vehicles                  0           0                     %     
Terrain type:                          Level       Level                       
     Grade                                     %           %           %       
     Length                                    mi          mi          mi      
Trucks and buses PCE, ET               1.5         1.5                         
Recreational vehicle PCE, ER           1.2         1.2                         
Heavy vehicle adjustment, fHV          0.980       0.976                       
Driver population factor, fP           1.00        1.00                        
Flow rate, vp                          2930        1872                  pcph  
                                                                               
_________________________Estimation of V12 Merge Areas_________________________
                                                                               
                  L  =            (Equation 13-6 or 13-7)                      
                   EQ                                                          
                  P  =    1.000   Using Equation  0                            
                   FM                                                          
                  v  = v  (P  ) =  2930   pc/h                                 
                   12   F   FM                                                 
                                                                               
_______________________________Capacity Checks_________________________________
                                                                               
                           Actual        Maximum         LOS F?                
     v                     4802          1110704128      No                    
      FO                                                                       
     v  or v               0    pc/h     (Equation 13-14 or 13-17)             
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 2700 pc/h?           No                                    
      3     av34                                                               
Is   v  or v      > 1.5 v  /2            No                                    
      3     av34         12                                                    
If yes, v    = 2930                   (Equation 13-15, 13-16, 13-18, or 13-19) 
         12A                                                                   
                                                                               
________________________Flow Entering Merge Influence Area_____________________
                      Actual        Max Desirable         Violation?           
     v                4802          1110704128            No                   
      R12                                                                      
_________________Level of Service Determination (if not F)_____________________
                                                                               
Density, D = 5.475 + 0.00734 v  + 0.0078 v   - 0.00627 L   =   23.3    pc/mi/ln
          R                   R           12            A                      
Level of service for ramp-freeway junction areas of influence  C               
                                                                               
_____________________________Speed Estimation__________________________________
                                                                               
Intermediate speed variable,                 M  = 0.616                        
                                              S                                
Space mean speed in ramp influence area,     S  = 43.2    mph                  
                                              R                                
Space mean speed in outer lanes,             S  =  N/A    mph                  
                                              0                                
Space mean speed for all vehicles,           S  = 43.2    mph                  
_______________________________________________________________________________
                                                                               
  
Appendix E: ASTM C109 standard 
 
  










